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• The best-looking and best-performing 
RC dirt bike ever made

• New, patent-pending Spektrum MS6X 
technology 

• Frame-integrated, high-RPM flywheel 
• Officially licensed FXR Racing graphics 

and rider gear 
• Officially licensed Dunlop MX53 tyres 
• Rising rate rear suspension 
• Powerful brushless system with 40+ 

mph speeds
• Dirt, Street, and Wheelie Control drive 

modes
• Collapsible front crash structure
• Rider figure with authentic riding gear
• Cable-driven front disc brake 
• Chain drive with dual disc performance 

slipper clutch 
• Hands-free starting stand included
• Keyed bike stand included
• Fully assembled and ready-to-run

FEATURES

• (1) Losi Promoto-MX RTR Motorcycle
• (1) Spektrum Smart DX3PM Transmitter
• (4) AA Transmitter Batteries
• (1) Bike Stand
• (1) Starting Stand
• (1) 1/4 Promoto-MX Motorcycle Manual
• (1) Quick Start Guide
• (1) Chain Lube
• Tuning Parts
• Fork and Shock Tools

• (1) 2S 7.4V 5000mAh LiPo with EC5 or 
IC5 Connector

• (1) Compatible LiPo Charger

NEEDED TO COMPLETE

IN THE BOX

The Losi Promoto-MX isn’t the first scale RC 
motorcycle that’s ever been sold. But it is the 
very first one that accurately reproduces the 
full experience — and pure fun — of riding a 
real motorcycle. It’s the long-awaited dream of 
RC hobbyists and dirt bike fans alike.

The unprecedented realism of the Promoto-
MX goes much deeper than its faithfully 
detailed looks — the narrow frame, rider gear, 
and officially licensed graphics. Even more 
impressive is how successfully it captures 
true dirt bike performance, a breakthrough 
accomplished through a unique hybrid 
of mechanical and electronic technology 
developed specifically for the Promoto-MX. 
It’s how these technologies work together that 
makes all the difference.

Promoto-MX electronics include a 2700Kv motor and steel flywheel that are both 
mounted in the centre of the frame. The motor spins the flywheel at over 22,000 rpm 
to create a gyroscopic force for unparalleled stability. Meanwhile, patent-pending 
Spektrum MS6X technology takes your input from the DX3PM transmitter and 
commands the Promoto-MX to lean, turn, and control wheelies with unprecedented 
balance and finesse. 

Everything included with 
LOS06000T1/T2


